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1. INTRODUCTION
Let p with or without subscript denote a prime number and define
E(x) :=*[n: nx, 2 | n, n{ p1+ p2 for any p1 , p2].
The binary Goldbach conjecture states that E(x)=1 for x4. The upper
bound of E(x) has been studied by a number of authors. In 1975 Montgomery
and Vaughan [MV] showed that
E(x)<<x1&$0
for a suitable absolute constant $0>0. In the present paper we consider the
exceptional set of the sum of three prime squares p21+ p
2
2+ p
2
3 . Noting that
n#3 (mod 24) and n#0 (mod 5) are necessary conditions for the
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solvability of the equation n= p21+ p
2
2+ p
2
3 (see Hua [Hu], for example),
we define
E2(x) :=*[n: nx, n # A and n{ p21+ p
2
2+ p
2
3 for any pi , 1i3],
(1.1)
where A=[n: n#3 (mod 24), n0 (mod 5)]. The size of E2(x) was first
studied by Hua [Hu] in 1938 who showed that
E2(x)<<x(log x)&c
for a certain constant c>0. Schwarz [S] proved in 1961 that every c>0
is permissible. Corresponding to the result in [MV] this estimate was
improved in 1993 by Leung and Liu [LL] to
E2(x)<<x1&$0
for some absolute constant $0>0. It should be mentioned that in [LL]
they considered a more general case of this problem, namely the excep-
tional set of b1 p21+b2 p
2
2+b3 p
2
3 with bi (1i3) satisfying certain
congruence conditions.
The aim of the present paper is not only to give a specific value for the
constant $0 but also to show the essential differences between our treat-
ment of E2(x) and the methods in the papers mentioned above. Our proof
reveals that, unlike the case of E(x), the possible Siegel zeros of Dirichlet
L-functions do not have any particular influence upon the constant $0 for
E2(x). The main result is:
Theorem 1.
E2(x)<<= x151160+=,
where =>0 is any given constant.
Furthermore, we will investigate the exceptional set under the Generalized
Riemann Hypothesis (GRH). In this case we prove
Theorem 2. Assuming the GRH, there holds
E2(x+ y)&E2(x)<< y(log x)&A.
Note that 151160=0.94375 and 78=0.875. The short interval estimates
of E2(x) were recently discussed by Liu and Zhan [LZ2] and Mikawa
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[M]. For example, it was showed in [M] that for x12+=< yx there
holds
E2(x+ y)&E2(x)<< y(log x)&A
for any constant A>0.
2. OUTLINE OF THE METHOD AND TREATMENT OF THE
MINOR ARCS
The proof of the theorems is based on the circle method as one may
expect. The main difficulties come from the major arcs, where we apply the
large sieve mean value estimates for Dirichlet polynomials, the power
moments for L-functions, and the zero-density estimates of the large sieve
type (Lemmas 3.73.9). However, the DeuringHeilbronn phenomena is
not appealed to in the treatment of the major arcs and it is not necessary
to pay special attention to the possible Siegel zero; these are the essential
differences bound when comparing this method with those in [MV] and
[LL]. This situation is particular to the problem in the present paper, and
the method here doesn’t work for the binary Goldbach problem itself. The
reason for this is that in Lemma 3.3 a factor of r&12+$ is saved, while for
the binary Goldbach problem the corresponding result doesn’t have such a
saving. In the minor arcs we shall use the result of Harman [Ha] on non-
linear exponential sums (Lemma 2.1). Our method is motivated by [LL]
which is a fine modification of the approach in [MV]. In this section we
give an outline of the proof.
Let c denote constants that may take different values on different occasions,
=>0 sufficiently small, dk(n) the number of ways a positive integer n can be
written as a product of k positive integers, and (a, b) and [a, b] the greatest
common divisor and the smallest common multiple of two integers a and b
respectively. Denote by / (mod q) (or /q) and /0 (mod q) a Dirichlet character
and the principal character modulo q, and further let
L=log x, e(x)=e2?ix,
:
q
a=1
(a, q)=1
= :
1aq
*, :
/ primitive
/ mod q
= :
/ mod q
*,
S(:)= :
x12<m2x
log(m) e(m2:),
R(n)= :
x12<mi
2x
n=m21+m
2
2+m
2
3
4(m1) 4(m2) 4(m3).
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Define for / (mod q)
C(a, /)= :
q
h=1
/(h) e \aq h2+ , C(a, /0)=C(a, q).
Set
P=x980&=, Q=xP&1L&E, (2.1)
where E>0 is a constant to be chosen later. The major arcs M and the
minor arcs m are defined by
M= .
qP
.
q
a=1
(a, q)=1
_aq&
1
Qq
,
a
q
+
1
Qq& ,
m=_&1Q , 1&
1
Q&>M.
Then
R(n)=|
1
0
S 2(:) e(&n:) n:={|M+|m= S3(:) e(&n:) d:
:=R1(n)+R2(n). (2.2)
For the treatment of the minor arcs we quote the following lemma from [Ha].
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that |q:&a|<q&1 and (a, q)=1. Then we have
:
nN
4(n) e(:n2)<<N1+$ \1q+
1
N12
+
q
N2+
14
.
In the above lemma and in the following we use another small quantity
$>0 which satisfies, for example, $<=100 and may take different values
at different occurrences. We shall write x$Lc<<x$, x$x$<<x$.
Applying Lemma 2.1 to S(:) we find that
max
: # m
|S(:)|<<x12+$(P&14+x&116+Q14x&14)
<<x12+$P&14. (2.3)
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Using Bessel’s inequality we get
:
x2<nx
|R2(n)| 2  |
m
|S(:)|6 d:
 max
: # M
|S(:)| 2 |
1
0
|S(:)| 4 d:
<<x1+$ max
: # m
|S(:)|2, (2.4)
where in the last step we have used Hua’s Lemma (Lemma 2.5 in [V]). We
derive from (2.3) and (2.4) that for all but O(x151160+=) exceptions of
x2nx there holds
R2(n)<<x12&$. (2.5)
In the following three sections we shall show that for any given A>0
R1(n)=
1
8
P0 :
qP
Y(q)
,3(q)
+O(x12L&A), (2.6)
where
x12<<P0 := :
x12<mix
m1+m2+m3=n
1
- m1m2 m3
<<x12 if n # (x2, x], (2.7)
and Y(q)=1aq* C3(a, q) e(&(aq) n). More generally, we define for /i
mod q
Z(q, /1 , /2 , /3)= :
1aq
* C(a, /1) C(a, /2) C(a, /3) e \&aq n+ .
It is obvious that Y(q)=Z(q, /0 , /0 , /0).
Finally, in Section 6 we will derive from (2.6) that apart from at most
O(x1+=P&12) integers of n # A and nx the asymptotic formula
R1(n)= 18 P0 ‘
pP32
s( p)+O(x12L&A) (2.8)
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holds, where
A(q)=
Y(q)
,3(q)
, s( p)={1+A( p),1+A(2)+A(4)+A(8),
p>2,
p=2.
From Lemma 6.4(c) in [LL] we know that
‘
pP32
s( p)>>(log P)&30, (2.9)
for n # A and nx. Thus Theorem 1 follows from (2.2), (2.5), and (2.7)(2.9).
Theorem 2 can be proved in the same way. Its proof is in fact much
easier than that of Theorem 1, as is shown in the last section of the paper.
3. TREATMENT OF THE MAJOR ARCS: PRELIMINARIES
Define
S(*, /)= :
x12<m2x
4(m) /(m) e(m2*),
T(*)= :
x12<m2x
e(m2*),
W(*, /)=S(*, /)&E0T(*),
E0=E0(/)={1,0,
if /=/0 ,
otherwise.
We will in the following appeal to the following lemma which is contained
in Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 in [MV]:
Lemma 3.1. If (a, q)=1, then
C(a, /q)<<q12+$.
Splitting the summation over m in residue classes modulo q we obtain
S \aq+*+=
C(a, q)
,(q)
T(*)+
1
,(q)
:
! mod q
C(a, /) W(*, /)+O(L2).
Thus we derive from (2.2) that
R1(n)=R(m)1 (n)+R
(e)
1 (n)+O(x
38),
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where
R (m)1 (n) = :
qP
1
,3(q)
:
1aq
* C3(a, q) e \&aq n+
_|
1Qq
&1Qq
T 3(*) e(&n*) d*,
R (e)1 (n) = :
qP
1
,3(q)
:
1aq
* |
1Qq
&1Qq \ :/ mod q C(a, /) W(*, /)+
3
_e \&aq n&*n+ d*
+3 :
qP
1
,3(q)
:
1aq
* |
1Qq
&1Qq
C(a, q) T(*)
_\ :/ mod q C(a, /) W(*, /)+
2
e \&aq n&*n+ d*
+3 :
qP
1
,3(q)
:
1aq
* |
1Qq
&1Qq
(C(a, q) T(*))2
_ :
/ mod q
C(a, /) W(*, /) e \&aq n&*n+ d*
=: :
1
+3 :
2
+3 :
3
.
We first evaluate the main term R (m)1 (n), for which the following lemmas
will be needed.
Lemma 3.2. Let f (x), g(x), and f $(x) be three real differentiable and
monotonic functions in the interval [a, b] and | f (x)|<<M.
(i) If | f $(x)|>>m>0, then
|
b
a
g(x) e( f (x)) dx<<Mm.
(ii) If | g"(x)|>>r>0, then
|
b
a
g(x) e( f (x)) dx<<Mr12.
(iii) If | f $(x)|%<1, g(x), g$(x)<<1, then
:
a<nb
g(n) e( f (n))=|
b
a
g(x) e( f (x)) dx+O \ 11&%+ .
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Proof. See Lemma 4.8 in [T].
Lemma 3.3. For primitive characters /i mod ri (i=1, 2, 3) and principal
character /0 mod q we have
:
r | q
qQ
|Z(q, /0/1 , /0/2 , /0/3)|
,3(q)
<<r&12+$(log P)30,
where r=[r1 , r2 , r3].
Proof. Let I denote the left-hand side in Lemma 3.3 and write Z(q)=
Z(q, /0/1 , /0/2 , /0/3). We know from Lemma 6.7 of [LL] that
I<< :
u | a
|Z(ur)|
,3(ur)
:
(q, r)=1
qQur
|A(q)|,
where
1, if (2, r)=1,
a={2, if 4 | r,4, if 2 | r but 4 |3 r.
Using Lemma 3.1 we find that
:
u | a
|Z(ur)|
,3(uq)
<<r&12+$.
Thus Lemma 3.3 follows from
Lemma 3.4.
:
qP
|A(q)|<<(log P)30.
Proof. We know from Lemma 5.4(a) and the proof of Lemma 6.3(c) in
[LL] that
:
qP
|A(q)|<< ‘
pP \1+
30
p +<<(log P)30.
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We now turn to the estimation of R (m)1 (n). Applying Lemma 3.2 to T(*)
yields
T(*)=|
- x
- x12
e(*u2) du+O(1)=
1
2 |
x
x12
v&12e(*v) dv+O(1)
=
1
2
:
x12<mx
e(*m)
- m
+O(1).
Substituting this into R (m)1 (n) we see
R (m)1 (n)=
1
8
:
qP
Y(q)
,3(q) |
1Qq
&1Qq \ :x12<mx
e(*m)
- m +
3
e(&n*) d*
+O \ :qP
|Y(q)|
,3(q) |
1Qq
&1Qq } :x12<mx
e(*m)
- m }
2
d*+ . (3.1)
Using the trivial bound
:
x12<mx
e(*m)
- m
<<min \- x, 1- x |*|+ (3.2)
and Lemma 3.3 with r=1, we derive from (3.2) that
R (m)1 (n)=
1
8
:
qP
Y(q)
,3(q) |
12
&12 \ :x12<mx
e(*m)
- m +
3
e(&n*) d*
+O \ :qP }
Y(q)
,3(q) } |
12
1Qq
1
(- x |*| )3
d*++O(Lc)
=
1
8
P0 :
qP
Y(q)
,3(q)
+O((PQ)2 x&32)+O(Lc)
=
1
8
P0 :
qP
Y(q)
,3(q)
+O(x12L&A), (3.3)
where P0 is defined as in (2.6), and in the last step we have to choose the
constant E>0 in Q=xP&1L&E sufficiently large. The constant E=E(A) is
henceforth fixed.
Now we are going to treat i , i=1, 2, 3. Applying Lemma 3.3 we can
estimate 1 in the following way:
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}:
1
} = } :qP
1
,3(q)
:
/1 mod q
:
/2 mod q
:
/3 mod q
Z(q, /1 , /2 , /3)
_|
1Qq
&1Qq
‘
3
j=1
W(*, /j) e(&n*) d* }
 :
r1<P
:
r2P
:
[r1 , r2 , r3]P
r3P
:
/1 mod r1
* :
/2 mod r2
* :
/3 mod r3
*
_|
1Q[r1 , r2 , r3]
&1Q[r1 , r2 , r3]
‘
3
j=1
|W(*, /j)| d*
_ :
[r1 , r2 , r3] | q
qP
|Z(q, /1 /0 , /2/0 , /3/0)|
,3(q)
<<Lc :
r1P
:
r2P
:
r3P
[r1 , r2 , r3]&12+$ :
/1 mod r1
* :
/2 mod r2
*
_ :
/3 mod r3
* |
1Q[r1 , r2 , r3]
&1Q[r1 , r2 , r3 ]
|W(*, /1) W(*, /2) W(*, /3)| d*.
Using [r1 , r2 , r3]r591 r
29
2 r
29
3 we obtain
:
1
<<Lc max
|*|1Q
:
r1P
r&518+$1 :
/1 mod r1
* |W(*, /1)| :
r2P
r&19+$2
_ :
/2 mod r2
* :
r3P
r&19+$3 :
/3 mod r3
* \|
1Qr2
&1Qr2
|W(*, /2)|2 d*+
12
_\|
1Qr3
&1Qr3
|W(*, /3)|2 d*+
12
<<Lc max
|*| 1Q
I(*) W 2, (3.4)
where
I(*)= :
rP
r&518+$ :
/
* |W(*, /)|,
W= :
rP
r&19+$ :
/ mod r
* \|
1Qr
&1Qr
|W(*, /)| 2 d*+
12
.
Arguing similarly we obtain
:
2
+:
3
<<Lc max
|*|1Q \ |T(*)| W2+|T(*)| \|
1Q
&1Q
|T(*)|2 d*+
12
W+ . (3.5)
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We have trivially
max
|*|1Q
|T(*)|<<x12.
Moreover, applying estimate (3.1) we easily obtain that
|
1Q
&1Q
|T(*)|2 d*<<1.
Thus we see from (3.1) and (3.3)(3.5) that the proof of (2.6) reduces to the
proof of the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.5.
W<<B L&B
for any B>0.
Lemma 3.6.
max
|*|1Q
I(*)<<x12Lc,
where c>0 is an absolute constant.
The proof of the two lemmas will be given in Section 4 and Section 5.
The following mean value estimates will be the main tools in the proof.
Lemma 3.7. For any P1, T1, and k=0, 1,
:
qP
:
/ mod q
* |
T
&T
|L(k)( 12+it, /)|
4 dt<<P2T(log PT )4(k+1).
Lemma 3.8. For any P1, T1, and any complex numbers an ,
:
qP
:
/ mod q
* |
T
&T } :
M+N
n=M
an/(n) n&it }
2
dt<< :
M+N
n=M
(P2T+n) |an |2.
Lemma 3.9. Let N*(:, T, q) denote the number of zeros _+it of all
L-functions to primitive characters modulo q within the region _:, |t|T.
Then
:
qQ
N*(:, T, q)<<(Q2T )12(1&:)5 (log Q2T )c.
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The results in Lemmas 3.73.9 are well known and may be found, for
example, in [PP] (Chapters 2, 3, and 5).
4. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.5
Let
WR= :
rtR
r&19+$ :
/ mod r
* \|
1Qr
&1Qr
|W(*, /)|2 d*+
12
,
where rtR denotes R2<rR. It is evident that
W<<L max
RP
WR . (4.1)
So in order to prove the lemma it is enough to show that
WR<<L&B&1. (4.2)
By Lemma 1 in [G] (Gallagher’s Lemma) it follows that
|
1Qr
&1Qr
|W(*, /)| 2 d*
<<(QR)&2 |
+
& } :
x12<m2x
t<m2t+Qr
4(m) /(m)&E0 :
x12<m2x
t<m2t+Qr
1 }
2
dt
<<(QR)&2 |
x
x24 } :
x12<m2x
t<m2t+Qr
4(m) /(m)&E0 :
x12<m2x
t<m2t+Qr
1 }
2
dt. (4.3)
Let X=max(t, x12) and X+Y=min(t+Qr, x). In the following we will
treat the cases R>LD and RLD for a sufficiently large constant D>0
separately.
In the first case (which implies E0=0 since only primitive characters
appears in WR) we apply HeathBrown’s identity [He],
&
‘$
‘
(s)= :
k
j=1 \
k
j + (&1) j ‘$(s) ‘ j&1(s) M j (s)&
‘$
‘
(s)(1&‘(s) M(s))k
with k=5 and
M(s)= :
nx 110
+(n),
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to the sum
:
X<m 2X+Y
4(m) /(m). (4.4)
Arguing exactly as in Part III of Zhan [Z] we find by Heath-Brown’s
identity and Perron’s summation formula (see [T, Lemma 3.12]) that the
inner sum of (4.3) is a linear combination of O(Lc) terms of the form
SIa1, ..., Ia11 =
1
2?i |
T
&T
F \12+iu, /+
(X+Y) (12)(12+iu)&X (12)(12+iu)
1
2+iu
du
+O(T &1x12L2),
where T is a positive number satisfying 2<Tx,
F(x, /)= ‘
10
j=1
fj (s, /), f j (s, /)= :
n # Ij
aj (n) /(n) n&s,
aj (n)={
log n or 1,
1,
+(n),
j=1,
1< j5, Ij=(Nj , 2Nj], 1 j10,
6 j10.
(4.5)
- x<< ‘
10
j=1
Nj<<- x, Njx110, 6 j10.
Since
(X+Y)(12)(12+iu)&X (12)(12+iu)
1
2+iu
du
<<min(QRx&34, x14( |u|+1)&1)
by taking
T=x=P2(1+|*| x) L&c&B&1 and T0=x(QR)&1,
we conclude that SIa1 , ..., Ia11 is bounded by
<<QRx&34 |
T0
&T0 }F \
1
2
+iu, /+} du
+x14 |
T0|u|<T }F \
1
2
+iu, /+} du|u|+x12P&2L&B&1.
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Thus in order to prove (4.2) it is enough to show that for RP and any
constant B>0,
:
rtR
:
/ mod r
* |
T0
0
|F( 12+it, /)| dt<<x
14R19&$L&B, (4.6)
:
rtR
:
/ mod r
* |
2T2
T1
|F( 12+it, /)| dt<<T1QRx
&34R19&$L&B,
T0T1T. (4.7)
In order to prove (4.6) and (4.7) we first establish two propositions.
The following estimate will be used several times (see, for example [PP,
Lemma 3.2]):
:
nx
d k2(n)<< k xL
c(k). (4.8)
Besides, we shall use another small quantity $1>0, which is sufficiently
small like $ but fixed (since we may write x$x$<<x$, it may cause confu-
sion in the following proof. That’s the reason why we introduce another
small but fixed constant $1).
In the following two propositions we need the condition LD<RP.
Although the assumption Px968&= suffices for the two propositions, in
the proof of (4.6) we have to require Px980&=.
Proposition 1. If there exists Nj1 and Nj2 (1 j1 , j25) such that
Nj1 Nj2P
169+$1, then (4.6) is true.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that j1=1, a1(n)=
log n, and j2=2, a1(n)=1. Arguing exactly as in the proof of Proposition 1
in [Z], we find by Perron’s summation formula
f1 \12+it, /+<<L \|
x 12
&x 12 }L$ \
1
2
+it+iv, /+}
4 dv
1+|v|+
14
+L.
Applying Lemma 3.7 we get
:
rtR
:
/ mod r
* |
T0
0 } f1 \
1
2
+it, /+}
4
dt
<<L4 |
x 12
&x12
dv
1+|v|
:
rtR
:
/ mod r
*
_|
T0+v
v }L$ \
1
2
+it, /+}
4
dt+T0R2L4
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<<L5 max
|N| T0
|
N
N2
dv
1+|v|
:
rtR
:
/ mod r
*
_|
T0+v
v }L$ \
1
2
+it, /+}
4
dt+T0R2L4
+L5 max
|N|x 12
N&1 |
T0
0
dt :
rtR
:
/ mod r
*
_|
N+t
(N2)+t }L$ \
1
2
+iv, /+}
2
dv+T0R2L4
<<R2T0 L10.
Using Lemma 3.7, Ho lder inequality, and (4.8) we reach
:
rtR
:
/ mod r
* |
T0
0 }F \
1
2
+it, /+} dt
<<\ :rtR :/ mod r * |
T0
0 } f1 \
1
2
+it, /+}
4
dt+
14
_\ :rtR :/ mod r* |
T0
0 } f2 \
1
2
+it, /+}
4
dt+
14
_\ :rtR :/ mod r* |
T0
0 } ‘
10
j=3
fj \12+it, /+}
2
dt+
12
<<(R2T0)12 \R2T0+ x
12
N1N2+
12
Lc<<x14R19&$L&B,
by the condition of the proposition and the definition on T0 .
Proposition 2. Let J=[1, ..., 10]. If J can be divided into two nonover-
lapping subsets J1 and J2 such that
max \ ‘j # J1 Nj , ‘j # J2 N j+<<x
12P&169&$1,
then (4.6) is true.
Proof. Let
Fi (s, /)= ‘
j # Jj
f j (s, /)= :
n<<Mi
b i (n) /(n) n&s, bi (n)<<d10(n), i=1, 2,
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where Mi=> j # Ji N j , i=1, 2. Applying Lemma 3.9, (4.5), and (4.8) we
see
:
rtR
:
/ mod r
* |
T0
0
|F( 12+it, /)| dt
<<\ :rtR :/ mod r * |
T0
0
|F1( 12+it, /)|
2 dt+
12
_\ :rtR :/ mod r* |
T0
0
|F2( 12+it, /)|
2 dt+
12
<<Lc(R2T0+M1)12 (R2T0+M2)12
<<(R2T0+x14RP&89&$1 2T 120 +x
14) Lc.
By choosing $1 properly, this proves Proposition 2 because of R>LD.
Now we can give a proof for (4.6). In view of Proposition 1 and P=
x980&= we may assume
Ni NjP169+$1x15, 1i, j5, i{ j, (4.9)
from which and (4.5) we conclude that there is at most one Nj (1 j10)
satisfying Nj>x110. Suppose Nj0 is such an Nj if it exists (otherwise,
Nj0=1). Reorder all the other Nj as follows:
Nj1Nj2 } } } Njk (k=9 or 10).
Then we can find an integer 1lk&1 such that
Nj0 Nj1 } } } Njl&1x
15 and Nj0 Nj1 } } } Njl>x
15.
Take M1=Nj0 Nj1 } } } Njl and M2=Njl+1 } } } N jk . We have
M1<<x15Njlx
310 and M2<<x12M &11 <<x
310.
It is obvious that M1 and M3 satisfy the condition of Proposition 2, and
therefore (4.6) is proved.
The proof of (4.7) goes along the same lines; the details are therefore
omitted. Now we may conclude that (4.2) is true in the case R>LD.
If RLD we can estimate the sum on the right-hand side of (4.3) by
using the zero expansion of the von Mangoldt function,
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:x12<m2x
t<m2t+Qr
4(m) /(m)&E0 :
x12<m2x
t<m2t+Qr
1
= :
X<m2X+Y
4(m) /(m)&E0 :
X<m2X+Y
1
<< :
|Im \|x18 }
(X+Y)\2
\
&
X\2
\ }+x38L2
<<QRx&12 :
|Im \|x 18
x(;&1)2+x38L2,
where \ runs over the nontrivial zeros of the L-function corresponding to
/mod r with |Im p|x18 and ;=Re \. We apply now Lemma 3.9 and the
fact that L(_+it, /) to moduli rLD has no zeros in the region (see, for
example [P, VIII, Sartz 6.2])
_1&$(T ) :=1&
c0
log r+(log(T+2))45
, |t|T,
where c0>0 is an absolute constant. Choosing T=x18 we thus obtain
from (4.3) that
|
1Qr
&1Qr
|W(*, /)|2 d*<<\ :
|Im \|x 18
x(;&1)2+
2
+(QR)&2 x74L4
<<Lc( max
12;1&$(T )
x(310)(1&;)x (12)(;&1))2+P2x&14+$
<<exp(&cL15).
This gives (4.2) for RLD. Hence Lemma 3.5 is proved.
5. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.6
To prove the lemma it is enough to show that
max
RP2
:
rtR
:
/ mod r
* |W(*, /r)|<<x12LcR518&$,
uniformly for |*|Q&1, where c>0 is an absolute constant. Arguing similarly
as in the section before (it is not necessary here to apply Gallagher’s lemma)
we find that
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W(/, *)<<Lc max
Ia1, ..., Ia10
} |
T
&T
F \12+it, /+ dt |
x
x3
u&34e
_\ t4? log u+*u+ du }+x12P&2,
by taking T=P3x=. Estimating the inner integral by Lemma 3.2 we obtain
|
x
x3
u&34e \ t4? log u+*u+ du
<<x&34 min \ x- |t|+1,
x
minx3<ux |t+4?*u|+ .
Taking T0=8?xQ&1, we conclude that in order to prove the lemma it is
enough to prove that for 1RP there holds
:
rtR
:
/ mod r
* |
T1
0
|F( 12+it, /)| dt<<x
14T 121 R
518&$Lc,
1T1T0 , (5.1)
:
rtR
:
/ mod r
* |
T1
0
|F( 12+it, /)| dt<<x
14T1R518&=Lc,
T0|T1|T. (5.2)
These estimations can be shown in the same way as the estimates (4.6) and
(4.7). As a matter of fact, we can prove, with exactly the same method, the
following two propositions analogous to Propositions 1 and 2. In this case
the condition Px980&= is needed.
Proposition 3. If there exists Nj1 and Nj2 (1 j1 , j25) such that
Nj1 Nj2P
139+$1, then (5.1) is true.
Proposition 4. Let J=[1, ..., 10]. If J can be divided into two nonover-
lapping subsets J1 and J2 such that
max \ ‘j # J1 Nj , ‘j # J2 N j+<<x
12P&139&$1,
then (5.1) is true.
Remark. Although the conditions of Propositions 3 and 4 seem weaker
than that of Propositions 1 and 2 with the exponent 139 instead of 169,
the condition P=x980&= is, however, needed in Propositions 3 and 4. With
the above two propositions the estimate (5.1) can be proved in the same
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way as was used to prove (4.6). In fact, it is no longer necessary to consider
the case RLD separately because we needn’t save a factor L&B here.
Finally, the proof of (5.2) is essentially the same.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We will derive (2.8) from (2.6). For this purpose we need the following
Lemma 6.1. (I) For any given real %>0 and x%Ux38&= we have
:
nx } :qU A(q)& ‘pU s( p)}<<x
1+=U&13. (6.1)
(II) If x%Ux14&= there holds
:
nx } :qU A(q)& ‘pU32 s( p)}<<x
1+=U&12. (6.2)
Lemma 6.1(II) clearly implies that
:
qP
A(q)= ‘
pP 3  2
s( p)+O(x&=) (6.3)
holds for all but O(x1+2=P&12) integers 1nx, from which and (2.6)(2.7)
the asymptotic formula (2.8) follows. Hence the proof for Theorem 1 is
complete.
Proof of Lemma 6.1(I). Equation (6.1) was proved for Ux%, where %
is a very small constant, as Lemma 6.6 in [LL]. We show briefly that it is
also true for x%Ux38&=. We follow exactly the procedure in [LL], but
instead of setting V :=exp(log U log xlog log x) and *=log log x2 log U
as in (6.20) and (6.23) in [LL] we put
V :=exp(log U log x6 log log x), *=3 log log x4 log U.
Let J denote the left-hand side in (6.1). Following the steps (6.21)(6.37)
in [LL] we obtain by some minor changes
J<<xV &3 log log x4 log ULcL1  2+x1+=U&13+Mx78+=Lc
+x(3M+1)4M+=Lc :
Mm(13+=) log Ulog log x
(m log(xe))m2
<<Mx78+=+x1+=U&13
+x(3M+1)4M+=Lc :
Mm(13+=) log Ulog log x
(m log(xe))m2 (6.4)
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for any integer M>4. We derive the upper summation bound for m as in
[LL] from x(m&1)2V and so m&1log U(3 log log x) which implies
m(13+=) log U(log log x)&1 for a sufficiently large x and U at least as
large as a power of x. We see that mlog(xe) for a sufficiently large x and
so we estimate the sum in (6.4) by
<< :
m(13+=)(log U)(log log x) & 1
(log(xe))m
<<exp((13+=) log U log log(xe)log log x) log Ulog log x
<<exp((13+2=) log U) log U<<U13+3=. (6.5)
We derive from (6.3) and (6.4)
J<<Mx78+=+x1+=U&13+x(3M+1)4M+=LcU13+3=
<<x1+=U&13
for M=M(=) and x%Ux38&12=$. Hence (6.1) is proved because of the
arbitrariness of =.
Proof of Lemma 6.1(II). Since U32x38&= in this case, it follows from
(6.1) that
:
nx } :qU A(q)& ‘pU32 s( p)}
 :
nx } :qU32 A(q)& ‘pU32 s( p)}+ :nx } :U<qU32 A(q)}
<< :
nx } :U<qU32 A(q)}+x
1+=U &12.
Therefore it suffices to show
:
nx
|D(n)|<<x1+=U&12, (6.6)
where D(n)=U<qU32 A(q). Let $(n) be defined as D(n) $(n)=|D(n)|
and |$(n)|1. Recalling the definition of A(q) in Section 2, we obtain by
Cauchy’s inequality
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:
nx
|D(n)|= :
U<qU 32
:
1aq
*
C3(a, q)
,3(q)
:
nx
$(n) e \&aq n+
\ :U<qU32 :1aq * }
C(a, q)
,(q) }
6
+
12
_\ :U<qU 32 :1aq* } :nx $(n) e \&
a
q
n+}
2
+
12
.
Finally, we apply the large sieve inequality (see [PP, Theorem 2.8], for
example) and Lemma 3.1 to get
:
nx
|D(n)|<<(U &1+=)12 \(x+U 3) :nx |$(n)|
2+
12
<<x1+=U&12.
This completes the proof for Lemma 6.1.
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We choose the major and minor arcs as in Section 2 with a P to be
specified later. We will need the following lemma in order to calculate the
integral over the major arcs:
Lemma 7.1. Assume the GRH. Then for :=aq+* # M and 1yx
we have
:
x<nx+ y
4(n) e(n2:)=M(x, :)+O \x12+= \P12+ yQ12+
yx12
Q ++
where
M(x, :)=
1
,(q)
C(a, q) |
x+ y
x
e(*u2) du.
This is Theorem 3 in [LZ1]. For :=aq+* # M we obtain, by applying
Lemma 7.1 with y=x,
S(:)=
1
,(q)
C(a, q) T1(*)+O \x14+= \P12+ x
12
Q12
+
x34
Q ++ , (7.1)
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where
T1=|
x
x12
e(*u2) du.
Now we apply Parseval’s identity to the function
f (:)={
S3 \aq+*+&
C3(a, q)
,3(q)
T 3(*),
0,
:=
a
q
+* # M,
:=
a
q
+* # m. = .
Using (7.1) we see
:
x2<nx } |M S
3(:) e(&:n) d:
& :
qP
:
1aq
*
C3(a, q)
,3(q)
e \&anq + |
1Qq
&1Qq
T 31(*) e(&*n) d* }
2
= :
x2<nx } :qP :1aq* |
1Qq
&1Qq \S 3 \
a
q
+*+
&
C3(a, q)
,3(q)
T 31(*)+ e \&anq &n*+ d* }
2
 :
qP
:
1aq
* |
1Qq
&1Qq }S 3 \
a
q
+*+&C
3(a, q)
,3(q)
T 31(*)}
2
d*
<<x12+= \P+ xQ+
x32
Q2 +\|
1
0
|S(:)| 4 d:
+ :
qP
:
1aq
* }C
4(a, q)
,4(q) } |
1
0
|T1(*)|4 d*+ , (7.2)
where we have used the inequality |a3&b3|<<|a&b|( |a|2+|b|2). Lemma
3.2 shows that T(*)=T1(*)+O(1). We also know from (3.2) that T(*)<<
min(- x, 1(- x |*| )). Using this and Lemma 3.1 we find that
:
qP
:
1aq
* }C
4(a, q)
,4(q) } |
1
0
|T(*)|4 d*
<<x= |
1x
0
x2 d*+x= |

1x
(- x *)&4 d*<<x1+=. (7.3)
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Hua’s lemma (Lemma 2.5 of [V]) states that
|
1
0
|S(:)|4 d:<<x1+=. (7.4)
We conclude from (7.2)(7.4) that for all but <<x12+3=(P+xQ&1+x32Q&2)
integers n # (x2, x],
|
M
S3(:) e(&:n) d:& :
qP
:
1aq
*
_
C3(a, q)
,3(q)
e \&anq + |
1Qq
&1Qq
T 3(*) e(&*n) d*<<x12&=.
Arguing as in (3.2)(3.3) we drive from this
|
M
S3(:) e(&:n) d:= :
qP
Y(q)
,3(q) |
1Qq
&1Qq
T 3(*) d*+O(x12&=)
=
1
8
P0 :
qP
Y(q)
,3(q)
+O(x12&=). (7.5)
Using Lemma 6.1(I) and arguing on the minor arcs as in Section 2, we
obtain from (2.3) and (7.5)
R(n)= 18 P0 ‘
pP
s( p)+O(x12L&A)
for all but <<x12+3=(P+xQ&1+x32Q&2)+x78+=+x1+=P&13 integers
n # (x2, x] which satisfy the congruence conditions of Theorem 2. Choosing
P=x38&= we obtain Theorem 2 by the arbitrariness of =.
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